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Abstract—Despite the availability of data leak detection and prevention tools, there are currently
a growing number of confidential data leaks through the fault of insiders. One of the possible data leak
channels is encrypted or compressed data transfer, because the existing data leak detection tools use
content data analysis methods. This article presents an algorithm of detecting encrypted and com-
pressed data that is based on the statistical model of pseudo-random sequences and allows detecting
encrypted and compressed data to an accuracy of 0.99.
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INTRODUCTION
According to the InfoWatch expert analytics center, the first three quarters of 2020 saw the theft of 9.93

billion personal data (PD) and payment data records. Compared with the similar period in 2019, the
amount of leaks and compromised records went down worldwide by 7.4 and 1.4%, respectively. Compared
with the 69.5 million PD and payment data leaks in the first three quarters of 2019, their amount in the
similar period in 2020 went down by 29.2%. The reduction in the number of leaks registered (discovered)
around the world stems mainly from the influence of COVID-19 on private businesses and state-run
enterprises: many companies could have reduced the control over information assets as a result of the hur-
ried restructuring of their workflow and redeploying a large share of employees to remote work, and a large
part of incidents was left unregistered. For the statistics on the data leaks registered by source, see Fig. 1.

At the same time, the number of leaks detected in Russia continued to grow even despite the pandemic,
which can be juxtaposed with an intermittent growth of the number of applications for buying or handling
products for leak control and monitoring employee activities. For the distribution of insiders by various
categories of corporate personnel, see Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Statistics of data leaks by source.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of intruders by categories.
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At the same time, major incidents became much more numerous; as a result of each of them, there was
at least a million PD and payment data records leaks: from six in January—September 2019, the number
of these incidents in the first nine months of 2020 grew to fifteen [1].

As noted in work [2], threats through the fault of insiders are the most dangerous threats for many orga-
nizations, including public establishments. In this case, malicious activities are taken by trusted persons
inside organizations, which causes major damage.

The first part of this article considers the model of information security threats in corporate data trans-
fer networks and formulates the study objective. The second part presents an algorithm of detecting
encrypted files and the results of practical tests conducted to estimate the accuracy the classification of
files by the developed algorithm.

1. A MODEL OF INFORMATION SECURITY THREATS CAUSED BY INSIDERS
IN CORPORATE DATA TRANSFER NETWORKS

To evaluate the actions of insiders, a model of information security threats in corporate data transfer
networks has been developed, and it is presented in Fig. 3.

According to this model, an insider can be an ordinary or a privileged corporate employee, or malware
installed in a hidden manner. When confidential information is transferred beyond the corporate perim-
eter, the insider can use information encryption to transfer this information through data leak detection
and prevention tools. A leak can occur, because the available DLP systems exhibit a low level of accuracy
in detecting encrypted data due to their statistical similarity with data of various classes, such as com-
pressed images, archives, video and audio files [3, 4].

The available DLP systems analyze the service information inherent to data transfer or on the basis of
searching for various signatures and regular expressions directly in the data. Several works point out that
encrypted or compressed confidential data cannot be detected [5, 6].

Several researchers note that there are no efficient and accurate methods of classifying high-entropy
sources, for example, data encryption and compression algorithms [7, 8].

The insider has encryption and compression tools available for use, which allows concluding that the
classification of encrypted and compressed data is a relevant task. There are several reasons why the con-
sidered approaches are not reliable solutions for detecting encrypted data transfers.

First of all, traffic analysis methods are inapplicable, because data transfer beyond the controlled cor-
porate perimeter should never come to pass. It is necessary to develop tools for analyzing data before they
are sent outwards, for example, after they are loaded to an email server.

Secondly, neural networks consider mainly file headings with magic bytes of high discriminative ability.
AUTOMATIC CONTROL AND COMPUTER SCIENCES  Vol. 55  No. 8  2021
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Fig. 3. Model of information security threats from insiders.
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Thirdly, the considered entropic and other approaches also handle file headings with magic bytes.

Since data leak detection and prevention tools deal with insiders, there is usually open access to files
and data due for being sent by the insider beyond the controlled corporate perimeter. This is why we
should consider content methods of data analysis. For the results of analyzing a subject domain, see Table 1.

Despite a broad diversity of encrypted and compressed data classification methods, all of them have
one common flaw: analysis of digital signatures contained in file headings.

Thus, the goal of this study is to develop an encrypted data detection algorithm that will allow classi-
fying and separating to a high degree of accuracy encrypted and compressed files from open-access files
that circulate in corporate networks and include office docs, images, and text data. The developed algo-
rithm must not consider digital signatures and context information.

2. FILE CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM

For the encrypted file detection algorithm, see Fig. 4.

The first step for ensuring that the algorithm works correctly is to define high-entropy files and files
with even byte distributions, that is, encrypted and compressed files. Modules 1–7 separate potentially
dangerous data from data legitimately used in corporate networks.

According to work [17], if a file’s entropy exceeds 6.5, this file potentially contains encrypted or com-
pressed sequences. Thus, module 1 calculates the entropy of analyzed data. If this threshold value is
exceeded, the file is forwarded to module 3; otherwise, the analyzing process is finished.
AUTOMATIC CONTROL AND COMPUTER SCIENCES  Vol. 55  No. 8  2021

Table 1. Results of analyzing content classifier investigations

Authors Year Features Classification algorithm Accuracy

 [9] 2017 Statistical features SVM 0.607

 [10, 11] 2017 Byte distribution GA, NS 0.98

 [12] 2019 Byte distribution СНС (VGG-16, ResNet) 0.999

 [13] 2019 Word frequency XGBoost 0.99

 [14] 2019 NIST tests, data unit entropy HEDGE (high entropy 

distinguisher)

0.72

 [15] 2020 Byte distribution НС 0.8-1

 [16] 2020 Entropy Hidden Markov chains 0.52
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Fig. 4. Encrypted file detection algorithm.
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In module 3 the file is analyzed by the trained classifier based on the extra trees algorithm. This stage
implies training the classifier, setting up its hyperparameters, and defining the most significant features of
the PSR model that allow classifying encrypted/compressed data as accurately as possible by separating
them from other classes.

The features defined in module 3 are transferred to module 4, where the values of the features of the
analyzed file are calculated by the model of pseudo-random sequences [18].

At stages 5 and 6 the iteration movement across the tree nodes is executed. The process is terminated
when the terminal tree node is reached containing the respective class token assigned to the analyzed file.
If the file is recognized as a pseudo-random sequence, the algorithm continues running; otherwise, the
algorithm terminates.

In module 8 the analyzed file is transferred to the entry of the random forest classifier. At this stage,
the classifier is trained, its hyperparameters are defined, and key features are calculated that allow classi-
AUTOMATIC CONTROL AND COMPUTER SCIENCES  Vol. 55  No. 8  2021
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Table 2. Accuracy estimation of four data classes by various machine learning algorithms

Algorithms
Metrics Time

(sec)Accuracy AUC Recall Prec. F1 Kappa MCC

Random forest classifier 0.9998 1.0000 0.9992 0.9998 0.9998 0.9994 0.9994 41.612

Light gradient boosting machine 0.9998 1.0000 0.9992 0.9998 0.9998 0.9992 0.9992 76.886

Extra trees classifier 0.9998 1.0000 0.9989 0.9998 0.9998 0.9992 0.9992 76.886

Decision tree classifier 0.9996 0.9995 0.9991 0.9996 0.9996 0.9986 0.9986 14.370

Logistic regression 0.9994 0.9994 0.9972 0.9994 0.9994 0.9977 0.9977 53.388

Linear discriminant analysis 0.9978 0.9983 0.9921 0.9978 0.9978 0.9922 0.9922 14.620

Ridge classifier 0.9977 0.0000 0.9916 0.9977 0.9976 0.9918 0.9918 2.634

Table 3. Accuracy estimation of four data classes by the extra trees algorithm

Separation 

number
Accuracy AUC Recall Prec. F1 MCC

0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

4 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

5 0.9994 1.00 0.9972 0.9994 0.9994 0.9979

6 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

7 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

8 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

9 0.9994 1.00 0.9972 0.9994 0.9994 0.9979

Mean 0.9999 1.00 0.9994 0.9999 0.9999 0.9996

SD 0.0002 0.00 0.0011 0.0002 0.0002 0.0008
fying encrypted and compressed sequences between each other; in other words, a binary operation is exe-
cuted. The resulting features are transferred to block 9 for calculating their values in the analyzed file.

The analyzed file is classified in modules 10–12; as a result, this file is associated with a token of
encrypted or compressed data.

The extra trees algorithm is chosen on the basis of the conducted experiments. For the results of esti-
mating the accuracy of the multiclass classification of encrypted/compressed (aes, camellia, des, rc4,
GOST 34.12 “Grasshopper”, zip, rar, 7z, gz, xz, bz2) data, images (jpg), text (txt), and tabulated MS
Office data (xls) see Table 2.

The conclusion derived proceeding from the findings is that, according to both, the accuracy metric
and the other metrics, all of the tested algorithms exhibit a high level of accuracy. Since it was fairly diffi-
cult to opt for a specific algorithm with the help of metrics, we considered the temporal operating characteristic
of those algorithms. The shortest learning time is characteristic of the extra trees classifier. Because the learning
time is directly pro rata with the file classification time, this algorithm was chosen as the best one.

The chosen classifier was evaluated proceeding from the experiments on the basis of the earlier gener-
ated sample consisting of files of four classes. A crossover check was conducted on the basis of 10 divisions
of data in subsamples. For the results of the check, see Table 3.

The average classification accuracy achieved using the resulting classifier with various metrics was
0.99.

For the boundaries separating the classes according to the two key features, see Fig. 5.

As follows from analyzing Fig. 5, it can be concluded that the extra trees classifier can very accurately
separate encrypted/compressed, text, graphic, and tabular files.
AUTOMATIC CONTROL AND COMPUTER SCIENCES  Vol. 55  No. 8  2021
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Fig. 5. Separating boundaries among the four classes.
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Fig. 6. Importance of features in using the extra trees algorithm.
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The importance of features in the multiclass classification conducted by the extra trees algorithm is
shown in Fig. 6.

The importance estimation of the features according to Shapley values is presented in Fig. 7. These val-
ues are calculated as

where:  is the model prediction based on the ith feature,  is the model prediction without
this feature, n is the number of features, and S is the set of values without the ith feature.

The Shapley value for each feature is calculated for each file in the data sample; then, the calculated
values are summed by module and the weight of each feature is defined.

The feature weight values calculated according to Shapley values allow selecting the most significant
features that allow classifying highly entropic data from those legitimately used in the system and shrinking
the analyzed space of features by rejecting the features with the lowest weights.
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Fig. 7. Defining weight of features according to Shapley value.
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CONCLUSIONS

The main contribution of this work is exposed below.

1. Several works on information security have been analyzed for examining the application of data clas-
sification methods and ML algorithms. The conclusion about the weaknesses of the existing approaches
has been made; the requirements on the developed approach to classifying encrypted and compressed data
before their transfer to the external network have been suggested.

2. The model of PRSs shaped by data encryption and compression algorithms (pseudo-random
sequences) has been suggested that differs from its counterparts, considering the distribution of binary
subsequences of N bits in length.

3. Limitations have been formed for use in actual work: the data chunks necessary for achieving the
maximal accuracy of PRS classification must be fairly large and reach at least 600 KB. When chunks of
about 50 KB (accuracy by metrics) are used, the fraction of right answers is 0.81. The strengths of the sug-
gested PSR classification method are that the PSR model does not take into consideration file headings
and magic bytes of compressed PSRs.

The developed approach has shown a high level of accuracy in classifying encrypted and compressed
sequences of 0.97 and can be used to improve existing DLP systems or adopted in email servers for ana-
lyzing email attachments before they are sent beyond the corporate perimeter.
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